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A. INTRODUCTION 
1. Preliminary Remarks 
Suppose that we would like to compute the value of a real-valued 
function cp for every point 8 that might be selected from some given set E, 
but that this is infeasible and that we have to settle for approximation in 
the following manner: a finite covering’ of E, denoted C and containing j 
sets-to be called cells-is chosen. To each cell of C we assign a real 
number, called an outcome, from a k-element set A C R of possible 
outcomes. Given the 6 that is currently of interest we find a cell containing 
that 8, and we take as our estimate of q(B) the outcome assigned to that 
cell. We define the error of this procedure as the supremum, over all 8 in 
E, of the possible distances between the outcome so obtained and the true 
value q(B). Our objective is to minimize error by a suitable choice of C, of 
A, and of the assignment rule. 
Now given C and A, the choice of assignment rule is a simple matter, It 
* This research has been supported by National Science Foundation Grant SES 82-08378 
to the University of Minnesota and by Grant IST 83-13704 to the University of California, 
Berkeley, the latter grant administered through the Center for Research in Management. 
’ Our reasons for not requiring the covering to be a partitioning are given in footnote 6 
below. 
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is easily shown* that as long as cp has a supremum and an infinum on every 
cell of 2, a best (error-minimizing) assignment of the outcomes in the 
given set A to the cells in C is given by the closest-to-midvalue outcome 
function. To make this precise, let each cell of C be indexed by an element 
of a set M. Thus the typical cell can be denoted (T,, with m in M. If the 
elements of A are assigned to the cells of C by an outcome function h : 
A -+ M, then the error of our approximation procedure is sup{lp(B) - 
h(m)( : m E M, 0 E CT,}. For every m in M, let 
hn = inf(cp(8) : 0 E a,} 
V, = sup{cp(@ : e E a,} 
w, = tbl + bn>. 
Then the closest-to-midvalue outcome function for (cp, 2, A) is denoted hA 
(with reference to cp and 2 suppressed) and is defined by 
hA(m) = that element of A closest to w,, with ties broken downward.3 
For any outcome function h, error is not less than it is for the outcome 
function hA. We assume from now on that for any given pair (cp, Xi), the 
function hA is the assignment rule (outcome function) that is used. 
Figure 1 below provides an example with a number of special features 
that are useful in subsequent sections. (Figure 1 will be discussed in more 
detail later on.) Here E is the unit square; a point 8 is a pair (e,, e2); the 
covering C is a uniform 64-cell grid (a point on the boundary of several 
cells lies in all those cells); (p(8) = 8, + e2; and A is the three-element set 
(8, 1,V). For a given cell, the midvalue is the value taken by cp at the cell’s 
center. The three solid diagonal contour lines marked 8, I,+? are midvalue 
contour lines for certain cells, as are the 12 broken diagonal contours. The 
closest-to-midvalue function hA assigns to each cell that element of A = 
(8, 1, Y} which is written inside the cell4 
Now suppose we associate two distinct kinds of cost with the approxi- 
mation procedure. One cost isj, the number of cells in the covering C; and 
the other cost is k, the number of elements in A, the set of available 
outcomes. These would appear to be the simplest costs that one can 
suggest without giving any additional structure to E or to S. We shall 
argue below (in Section A2) that they are natural cost measures in two 
particular settings: (i) C. and hA describe a “mechanism” to be used by an 
2 See Hurwicz and Marschak (1984). 
3 In an alternative definition ties would be broken upward; that would achieve the same 
error. 
4 The shaded cells are explained in Section A4 below. 
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cp = 0 I.‘8 2/S 3!8 4:8 518 h,‘8 7!8 I 
FIG. 1. p = 0, + Oz. The diagonal lines are (o-contours. 
organization each of whose members observes a different coordinate of 8; 
and (ii) 2 and hA describe a certain model of distributed computing. 
In general, if k is fixed andj is increased, and a best fresh choice of a k- 
cell covering and aj-element available-outcome set is made, then error is 
improved; error can certainly not be made worse. Similarly, ifj is fixed 
and k is increased then error improves or stays the same. One would like, 
accordingly, to find pairs (2, A) that are efficient with regard to the two 
costs and with regard to error. More precisely, if C is a covering of E with 
#C = j (# means “number of elements in”), and if A is an outcome set 
with #A = k, then call the pair (2, A) a (j, k)-pair. Call a (j*, k*)-pair (Z*, 
A*) nor larger than a (j, k)-pair (2, A) if k* 5 k, j* 5 j. A (j, k)-pair (2, A) 
is efficient if every not larger pair has an error at least as high as the error 
of (2, A) when in all cases the assignment rule used is the closest-to- 
midvalue function. Our ultimate goal is to solve the following general 
problem: 
For given cp, E, j, k find the efficient (j, k)-pairs (Z, A). (*) 
For certain pairs (cp, E) we have obtained (in Hurwicz and Marschak, 
1984) solutions to Problem (*) when the coverings that can be chosen are 
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required to have certain properties, in particular the “grid” property, 
which we shall define below (in Section A3). But, in general, Problem (*) 
is very difficult. As a step toward the solution of Problem (*) we consider 
in the present paper the following simpler problem. 
Given cp, E, and a particular j-cell covering Z of E, find a set A of k 
outcomes that minimizes error when outcomes are assigned to cells 
according to hA, the closest-to-midvalue function for (cp, C, A). (**I 
We shall develop two alternative sufficient conditions on a k-element 
set A-to be called equal-error conditions-that guarantee A to be a 
solution to Problem (**). We shall apply these conditions to obtain an 
explicit solution to Problem (**) in one case: E is a rectangle in R”, C is a 
uniform “grid,” and cp is linear. 
Now it is clear that if there is no restriction on the coverings that can be 
chosen, then any (j, k)-pair (2, A) for which k # j is inefficient. One does 
not want to pay for unused outcomes, and if two distinct cells of aj-cell 
covering are assigned the same outcome, then one can merge them to 
obtain a (j - I)-cell covering. Nevertheless, we do not impose the re- 
quirement that k f j in the statement of the two general problems. The 
reason is that there may be sharp restrictions on the j-cell coverings that 
are choosable. In particular, we may want to restrict attention to cover- 
ings whose cells are cartesian products. That is to say, there are 12 sets, 
E,,. . . , En, such that E = Et x E2 x . . . x E,, , and the typical cell of 
the covering, say crm, can be written a; x . . * x cr”,, with5 ok C E;, i = 1, 
. . .) n. In that case, Problem (*), with the Cartesian-product restriction 
added, becomes quite natural. For it may well be that one cannot coarsen 
the givenj-cell covering into a k-cell covering, with k <j-by merging all 
cells that are assigned a given outcome-without thereby destroying the 
required Cartesian-product property. 6 Solving Problem (**)-with the 
5 More generally, we may define 2, with index set M, to be a Cartesian-product covering of 
EifECE,xE,x. ~xE,andif,forallminM,u,=E~(a~x~~~xa~),wherea~~ 
E,, all i. 
6 For greater generality, we have not required the covering to be a partitioning. In particu- 
lar, we may be interested in a particularj-cell Cartesian-product covering (because of its low 
error or or other reasons) and that covering may have the following property: the covering 
cannot be replaced by aj-cell Cartesian-product partitioning such that any two points lying in 
a cell of the partitioning also lie in some cell of the original covering. That is to say, the 
“overlap” of the original covering cannot be removed without increasing the number of cells 
or destroying the Cartesian-product property. Examples of such coverings are easy to con- 
struct. 
Note also that if a covering (with or without the Cartesian-product property) has overlap at 
boundary points only, then even if the overlap were removed, doing so would not, in 
general, change the overall error attained for a given outcome set. That is the case since our 
definition of error involves suprema; the supremum of the errors in a cell om (i.e., the 
supremum of the distances I/t(m) - pp(O)l over all 0 in urn) is independent, in general, of the 
errors at boundary points. 
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cartesian-product restriction added-is again a step toward solving the 
restricted version of Problem (*). 
2. Plan of the Paper 
We proceed in the next section (A3) to two specific motivations for 
Problems (*) and (**), with the Cartesian-product restriction added. In 
Section A4 we illustrate our main results by means of two examples. 
These results are (i) two “equal-error” theorems (Theorems 1 and 2), 
asserting that if a k-element set A satisfies one of the “equal-error” condi- 
tions (and several additional conditions are met as well) then A solves 
Problem (**); and (ii) Theorem 3, which applies Theorems 1 and 2 to 
obtain an explicit solution to Problem (**) for the special case mentioned 
above: E is a rectangle in R”, E is a uniform grid, and cp is linear. In Part B, 
we establish Theorems 1 and 2. In those theorems we do not require the 
covering 2:~ of the set E to have the Cartesian-product property. The 
theorems extend, moreover, to certain cases of an infinite M, as long as cp 
is bounded on E. In Part C, we establish Theorem 3. In Part D we apply 
Theorem 3 to the study of the informational efficiency of a certain finite- 
message price mechanism in a very simple class of exchange economies. 
In Part E we formulate an open question. 
3. Two Motivations 
3.1. A motivation from the economic theory of mechanisms. Con- 
sider an organization composed of n persons, called 1, . . . , n. Person i 
observes the local environment 8i, which lies in a set Eie Let 8 = (01, . . . , 
19,) and E = El x . . . x E,,. The organization would like to take an 
appropriate action, namely (p(8), in response to the current environment 
cp; (p(8) lies in some set A. We shall call cp the desired-outcome function.’ 
Since information about 8 is initially dispersed among the n persons, we 
have to design a scheme in which some suitable communication among 
agents occurs. We suppose, in particular, that the organization will use a 
mechanism on E, which we have to design. A mechanism on E is a triple 7~ 
= [M, (PI, . . . , p,,), h], where M is a set called the message space, with 
typical element m, called a message; p; is a correspondence from Ei to M; 
and h, called (as above) the outcomefunction, is from M to A. One way to 
interpret the operation of the mechanism is as follows: a “trial” message 
m in M is announced to all n persons. Person i inspects his current local 
environment 0; to determine whether or not m E pi(ei). If so, person i 
signals “Yes.” If at least one person fails to signal “Yes,” then a new 
trial message is announced. But if all n persons signal “Yes,” then m has 
been found to be an equilibrium message for 8, i.e., 
’ Also often called the performance function. 
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m E 1-4f3, where ~(6) s O; pi(ei). 
In that case, the action or outcome h(m) takes place. The mechanism 7~ 
realizes the desired-outcome function cp if and only if the following holds 
forall8inE: 
(i) ~(8) f 0 and 
(ii) for all m in p(6), h(m) = (~(6). 
The designer wishes to find a mechanism that realizes cp and is informa- 
tionally least costly among all mechanisms realizing cp. The most widely 
studied measures of cost are various measures of the size of the message 
space M. 
Particularly well studied has been the case in which the organization is 
a pure exchange economy with 1 commodities; the n persons are con- 
sumers; Bi describes person i’s current preferences and initial commodity 
bundle (endowment); and cp(B) is a Pareto-optimal trade, i.e., an exchange 
of commodities leading to a new commodity bundle for each consumer, 
the bundles so obtained having the property that no consumer can be 
made better off without making some other consumer worse off. Of par- 
ticular interest is the “price” or “competitive” mechanism, wherein the 
announced trial message comprises a proposed trade together with a price 
for each commodity; person i signals “Yes” if, at the announced prices, 
the income generated by the sale of his initial bundle could not purchase a 
better bundle for him than what he would end up with under the an- 
nounced proposed trade. The mechanism realizes the required function cp. 
It has, moreover, been shown to do so with the smallest possible message 
space (when appropriate regularity conditions are imposed on the admis- 
sible mechanisms) for a number of alternative concepts of message-space 
size.* 
In the bulk of the mechanisms in the literature-including the work on 
the informational minimality of the competitive mechanism-both the 
message space and the set of outcomes are continua. But real communi- 
cation and computing technologies do not in fact permit a message or an 
outcome to be a point of a continuum. Messages and outcomes must be 
rounded off, and the benefits of greater precision have to be weighed 
against the costs. Accordingly, it is of considerable interest to study 
mechanisms in which message space and outcome set are not continua 
but are, rather, (i) infinite but discrete (e.g., they are the set of all integers, 
or the set of all integer pairs); or (ii) finite. Infinite-but-discrete mecha- 
* For a recent and extensive survey, see Hurwicz (1986). 
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nisms were studied (in Hurwicz and Marschak, 1985); we there sought, in 
particular, discrete analogs to the results about informational minimality 
of the continuum price mechanism. Such discrete analogs deal with suit- 
ably constructed discrete approximations to the continuum price mecha- 
nism. 
In studying infinite-but-discrete or finite mechanisms, we continue to 
permit the set E to be a continuum and also the set of possible desired 
outcomes, i.e., the image q(E). In particular, suppose that (o is real-valued 
and that p(E) contains the closed interval [a, a + 11, where a is an integer. 
Then a mechanism that has, say, the integers as its message space, and 
also has the integers as its outcome set, (the set h(M)) cannot realize cp in 
our previous sense. For some 13, the true ~(0) equals a + +. But the closest 
available outcomes are a and a + 1. Hence the mechanism’s error relative 
to cp, namely sup#f4@ - &4 : m E p(O); 0 E E}, must be at least i. If, on 
the other hand, the outcome set h(M) consists of the integers plus all 
numbers of the form x + 4, where x is an integer, then the analogous lower 
bound on error becomes f. Thus if one is given the desired-outcome 
function cp and wants to argue that an infinite-but-discrete mechanism 77 = 
m, G, . . . 3 j&), %] is informationally efficient, then it is not enough-as 
it was in the continuum case-to study only the size of the message 
space. Rather one has to argue that no other mechanism that has a mes- -- 
sage space no larger than @ and has the outcome set h(M)- or an -- 
outcome set no more costly than h(M) in some appropriate sense-can 
achieve an error relative to cp that is not smaller than the error of Z. In 
particular, one may want to study an infinite-but-discrete mechanism that 
approximates some continuum mechanism 7~, where v realizes cp and does 
so with the smallest message space among all (suitably regular) continuum 
mechanisms realizing cp. If one wants to obtain a discrete analog to n’s 
informational minimality, then the best one can hope for is the following 
result: there is a sequence of infinite-but-discrete mechanisms, each ap- 
proximating rr and each with the same message space M* and the same 
set of permissible outcomes, say A, such that by choosing an appropriate 
mechanism in the sequence one can get as close as desired to the lower 
bound on error implied by the common outcome set. Moreover, the error 
achieved by any member of the sequence cannot be matched by any 
(regular) mechanism whose permissible outcome set is again A but whose 
message space is smaller than M *. Results of that sort were in fact ob- 
tained (in Hurwicz and Marschak, 1985) for a certain infinite-but-discrete 
approximation to the price mechanism. 
Suppose one turns to finite mechanisms. Then again both message 
space and outcome set enter the assessment of a proposed mechanism; 
both of these sets are now finite. Given a desired outcome function cp, a 
finite mechanism [M, PI, . . . , p,), %] on E is efficient if there is no other 
mechanism [M, (pr, . . . , F,J, h] such that 
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#M%#M 
#h(M) 5 #h(M) 
suP+f@) - h(m)1 : m E p(O); 0 E E} 5 sup{l~&@ - K(m)1 : 
m E F(O), 13 E E} 
and one of these inequalities is strict (# means “number of elements in”). 
The cost measures #A4 and #h(M) may be thought of as simple measures 
of the various efforts made by the organization’s members as the se- 
quence of trial messages unfolds and a final action (outcome) is generated: 
efforts of observing the local environment, communicating, and choosing 
the action. 
Now a mechanism 7r = [M, (pl, . . . , p,J, h] can be interpreted in a 
more compact way. For VT defines a Cartesian-product covering of E, 
say CM, whose cells are indexed by the elements of M. The typical cell is 
urn = p-‘(m) = (0 E E: m E [,u,(OJ n ~~(0~) n . . e n pLL,(&)l}. 
Moreover, each set om is the Cartesian product (of, x . * . x cr$, where 
i 
urn = pi’(e) = {e; E Ei: m E pi(e)}. 
One can also go in the reverse direction: a mechanism is completely 
defined by a Cartesian-product covering X,, with typical cell om = uf, x 
. . . x df, together with an outcome function h on the index set M. The 
compact form (Z M, h) is natural for finite mechanisms (i.e., for M finite) 
but is well defined also when M is infinite-but-discrete. Reinterpreting the 
“trial announcement” procedure: a cell index (a message) m in M is 
announced; person i examines Bi to see whether r9i E (TL; if all persons 
signal “Yes,” then a cell containing e-namely the cell cr,-has been 
found. The outcome h(m) thereupon takes place. Thus h may now be 
viewed as a function that assigns an outcome to each cell of the covering 
2~. The pair (C M, h) is precisely the object of study in our Problem (**). 
In Problem (**)-restated in the terminology just developed-we are 
given Cw and an integer k I #M. We are to find a k-element outcome set 
A, so that the pair (C. M, hA) is error-minimizing, where hA is the closest-to- 
midvalue outcome function for (cp, Z:,, A) and “error” means sup{lp(@ - 
hA(m)( : 8 E CT,; m E M}. 
Of particular interest are coverings CM which have not only the car- 
tesian-product property but are also grids. Cw is a grid if given any ml, 
. . . , m, in M, there exists m* in M such that C: = CL, x ui, X . . . X 
u&,.IfE=E, x. ’ . x E,, is, say, a rectangle in iw”, then such a covering 
Cici defines a grid in the ordinary geometric sense. For a grid mechanism 
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(CM, h), the sequence of “trial announcements” can, in principle, be 
dispensed with: person i determines a set omi c Ei containing the current 
0; and reports mi to a Center. Having received n such reports, the Center 
knows that 8 = (Oi, . . . , 13,) lies in urn* = ok, x a!,,,! x . . . x a& and 
thereupon takes the action h(m*). 
3.2. A distributed-computing motivation. Suppose we would like to 
compute-for every point e in a set E-the real-valued function F(e). 
Suppose F(e) can be written 
8-(e) = d&(e), 02(e), . . . , Rde>l. 
Let Zi = {O,(e) : E E E}. Suppose we have n + 1 processors. Processor i, 
i= 1,. . . , n, approximately computes O,(e) and reports the result to 
a central processor, n + 1, who (approximately) computes cp. 
We can vary the precision of these computations. In particular, we may 
enable Processor i to compute O,(e) to the accuracy of a fixed number of 
digits, or-if Oi(e) is a vector-to compute each of its components to a 
given accuracy. That means that we partition Z; into a finite number of 
sets; let oi denote the typical set of that partitioning. Processor i reports 
to the central processor the set in which O;(e) lies. Suppose the reports 
are, for example, g’, . . . , 17”. Having received these n reports, the 
central processor knows that O(e) = (O,(e), . . . , e,(e)) lies in the set E n 
(Cl x . . . x a”), where E = {O(e) : e E E}. The central processor then 
proceeds to compute its approximation to cp. But the central processor 
also has a chosen precision, i.e., its output must be one of a finite num- 
ber-say k-of numbers. The k numbers might, for example, be the set of 
all S-binary-digit numbers. We may, however, let each of those k numbers 
be a coding of a suitably chosenjnal answer. The final answers so coded 
comprise the k-element set A. 
We now have all the elements of Problem (**). We have a covering (in 
fact a partitioning) CM of E with cells indexed by the elements of a set M. 
That covering has the Cartesian-product property9 and, as it happens, the 
grid property as well. Its typical cell is o, = E fl (af, x . . . x a:), m E 
M, where al is a set in processor i’s partitioning of Zi. Given XM, and 
given the integer k, Problem (**) is to find an error-minimizing k-tuple A, 
where error means sup{jq(O(e)) - h&n)1 : O(e) E a,; m E M} and hA is, as 
before, the closest-to-midvalue function for (cp, &, A). 
To summarize: given the precision to which each processor i in (1, 
. . . ) n} computes 8i, the solution to (**) yields a best set of k final 
answers, where k is determined by the central processor’s precision. 
9 In the generalized sense of footnote 5 above. 
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4. Two Examples Illustrating the Main Results 
Consider the example of Problem (**) provided by Fig. 1. Here E is 
the nonnegative unit square; 8 is the pair (e,, &); cp(B) = 8, + &; and 
the covering CM is a 64-cell uniform grid. Thus inf(cp(8) : 0 E E} = 0; 
sup(cp(8) : 0 E E} = 2. We may let the index set M be {(x, y) : x, y E { 1, 
. . .) 8}}, and we may let u(~,~) denote the cell which we reach by counting 
x cell-intervals from left to right and y intervals from bottom to top. Given 
the integer k = 3, Problem (**) is to find an error-minimizing outcome 
triple. A solution turns out to be A = (1, 1, Y}, which, as one can readily 
check, achieves an error of pi. 3 In The number shown in each cell is the 
element of A assigned to the cell by hA , the closest-to-midvalue outcome 
function for (cp, &, A). 
To prove that {a, 1, 7) is a solution, we apply Theorem I, the first of 
two general equal-error theorems. Both of these theorems deal with the 
errors on the belts dejined by the k elements of A. The triple {Q, 1, y} 
defines a (0, $)-belt, i.e., the set (0 : 0 I (p(8) 5 a}; a (+$, 2)-belt, i.e., the set 
{e: y 5 +9(e) 5 2); and two “interior” belts: the (4, I)-belt ((0 : 4 5 cp(e) 5 
I}) and the (1, Y)-belt ((0 : 1 5 (p(0) 5 U}). Now suppose that by “error on 
a belt” we mean the largest value taken by /p(e) - h,(m)/ for e in the belt 
and for all m with f3 E cm. Then one sees that the error on the (0, #)-belt is 
8. That error occurs at the point (0,O). The error on the (& 1)-belt is also i; 
it occurs, for example, at (5, Q); for that point, cp(B) = 8, but the point lies in 
four cells, including the cell o (5,1) which is assigned the outcome #. The 
error in the (1, Y-)-belt is 4 as well. That error occurs, for example, at the 
point (g, 8) for which (p(8) = 9; but that point lies in four cells, including 
oo4), which is assigned W. Finally the error on the (9, 2)-belt is also 4 (it 
occurs at the point (1, 1)). 
So {$, 1, 9) achieves equality of the four belt errors defined by the three 
outcomes, where “belt error” is given the straightforward meaning just 
used. One also verifies that A = {#, 1, Y} has the following no-alien 
property. In Fig. 1, we have shaded the critical cells in each belt, i.e., all 
the cells containing a point at which the belt error occurs. We note that 
every such shaded cell is assigned one of the outcomes defining the belt, 
rather than an “alien” outcome. (E.g., the shaded cells in the (& l)-belt 
are assigned # or 1 but not 9; the shaded cells in the (0, &belt are assigned 
g and not 1 or Y.) Theorem 1 asserts that the equality of belt errors in the 
lo A naive (and wrong) conjecture might be that a “solution” is A * = {$, I, 3}, since one 
then always has available an outcome that is within ) of the correct value of ‘p. But A* has, in 
fact, an error higher than 3. Consider the point O* = (8, B), for which q = $. That point lies in 
several cells, including the cell oo,,), whose midvalue is 8. Since 3 is closer to f than to 1, the 
closest-to-midvalue rule assigns the outcome t (out of the set A*) to CT~,,~,. Thus the error at 
O* (and hence also the overall error) is at least a - f = & > #. 
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sense just given, together with the no-alien property, imply that A is error- 
minimizing. 
Turn now to Fig. 2. This time E = (0 = (01, 0,) : 0 i 81 I 64; 0 5 02 5 
16). CM is a 16-cell grid composed of side-8 squares. An error-minimizing 
outcome triple turns out to be (40, 72, 104) which achieves an error of 40. 
This triple, however, violates the no-alien property. On the (72, 104) belt, 
the belt error-as we have so far defined it-is quickly verified to be 40; 
40 is the error, for example, at the point 8* = (40,8). (Since (p(13*)= 80, the 
error at 8*-which lies in four cells-is max(80-40, 80-72, 104-80) = 40.) 
The point 6*, however, lies, in particular, in cpu,l) (using the previous 
indexing system) and that cell is assigned neither 72 nor 104, but rather 
the “alien” outcome 40. 
So we cannot appeal to Theorem 1 in arguing that (40, 72, 104) is error- 
minimizing. Instead, we use a new definition of “belt error” and we 
appeal to Theorem 2. The new definition rests on a definition of the (m, 
A)-error on a belt, i.e., the contribution of the cell c’m to the belt error.” 
Let CY = inf(cp(8) : 0 E E}, p = sup(cp(8) : 0 E E}, and let al, . . . , ak be 
the elements of an outcome set A, ordered from lowest to highest. Let r, s 
be two successive members of the (k + 2)-tuple (a, al, a2, . . . , @, /3). 
Then 
(i) The (m, A)-error on the (r, s)-belt equals the entire cell error, 
namely sup(lq(8) - h,(m)] : 8 E cr,} if U, < r 5 w, < s < u,. (Recall that 
U, = inf(cp(8) : 0 E qrn}, urn = sup(cp(8) : 8 E cr,,,}; w, = t(u, + u,).) [Thus in 
Fig. 2, consider the (40, 72)-belt and the cell uol). Only a portion of the 
cell lies in the (40, 72)-belt. We have U, = 32, u, = 80, w,, = 56. Since 32 
< 40 < 56 < 72 < 80, the (m, A)-error equals the entire cell error, which is 
40 (that cell error occurs at the point (40, 8), for which cp = 80).] 
(ii) If h,(m) is neither r nor s then the (m, A)-error is zero. 
(iii) In all other cases the (m, A)-error is simply the supremum of 
the quantities ]h,(m) - (p(e)1 for all cells mm having points in the belt.12 
The new definition of belt error is the maximum of the (m, A)-errors as 
just defined. For this new definition one readily verifies that the four belts 
defined by A = {40,72, 104) have equal belt errors. Theorem 2 asserts that 
if a k-element set A displays equality of belt errors in the new sense, then 
A is error-minimizing among all k-element sets. 
‘I In its rigorous form-not the informal version just sketched-the first definition of belt 
error rests on a different definition of “(m, Al-error on a belt.” See Section Bl below. 
I2 Some further detail is required to cover points on the boundary of two belts and lying in 
more than one cell. 
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B. Two EQUAL-ERRORTHEOREMS 
1. General Concepts 
We are given 
(i) a set E; 
(ii) a covering of E, with cells indexed by the elements of the set M; 
we now always use the symbol CM for the covering; & = {a, c 
E:mEM}; 
(iii) a function cp: E + R, with inf(cp(8): 13 E E} = (Y and 
sup(cp(8) : 8 E E} = /3; 
(iv) an integer k > 0. 
Our problem is: find a k-element set A C R such that for every k-element 
set A’ C R we have 
s sup{)cp(@ - h,~(m)l : 8 E P,~, m E M}, 
where hA is the closest-to-midvalue function for (cp, Z,,, , A), and h,,,, is the 
closest-to-midvalue function for (cp, ZM, A’). 
Clearly, we can confine our search to sets A contained in the closed 
interval [a, PI. Note also that for given cp the only aspect qfC, that enters 
the problem is the set {(u,, u,): m E M}. If that set is common to two 
distinct coverings and if A solves the problem for the first covering, then it 
also solves the problem for the second covering. 
We shall be dealing with belts. For (Y 5 X < Y 5 p, the (X, Y)-belt is the 
set (6 E E: X 5 (o(e) 5 Y}. In defining the error on the (X, Y)-belt, we 
have to pay attention to points 8 that lie on the boundary of a belt and also 
lie in more than one cell of the covering, say in u,,,, and (T,,,. We have to 
decide which of the distances Iv(e) - hA(m lq(6) - hA( should count 
toward the (X, Y)-belt’s error and which toward the adjoining belt’s error. 
We shall define belt error in two distinct senses; for each sense there 
will be a theorem. For both error definitions, we need sets B$r defined as 
follows : 
DEFINITION Bl. ForX, Ywitha<X< YSpandforanyi3minM 
Y < u, or u,~ = X > 4, or cp(crm) O [X, Y] = 0 
u,;xs +0(e) 5 Y} otherwise 
In Figs. 3 and 4, the set B& is portrayed for several cases. 
I3 The symbol qp(u,) denotes the image of c,,, under cp, i.e., {q(x) : x E cm}. The symbol IG, 
H[ to be used later, denotes the open interval {x : G < x i H}. 
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This pomt belongs both to 
65 and to B&. 
This point belongs 
\ 
\ l-3 
FIGURE 3 
2. The First Equal-Error Theorem 
DEFINITION B2. The (m,u)-error on the (X, Y)-belt, jirst sense is de- 
notedfmA(X, Y) and is defined only when B?Y f 0. We have 
fm.dX, Y) = sup{lh,dm) - p(d)l : 0 E B%}. 
The A-error (or, for brevity, the error) on the (X, Y)-belt, first sense is 
denotedfA(.x, y), and is defined as follows: 
fA(x, Y> E sup{f,~(X, Y): m E M; B% f 0}. 
Note that &((Y, p) equals the overall error, namely sup{[hA(m) - 
(p(d)1 : m E M; tI E c,~}. The k-element outcome set we seek minimizes 
overall error; since fA(cx, p) is a convenient compact symbol for overall 
error, we shall use it in connection with both theorems. 
FIGURE 4 
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Our first theorem imposes the “no-alien” condition which we illus- 
trated in Part A for the example of Fig. 2. 
DEFINITION B3. Writing the set A as an ordered k-tuple {a,, a2, . . . , 
Q}, with (Y I al < a2 < . . . < ak 5 /3, we say that A has the no-alien 
propertyfor (CM, cp) if and only if, for any two successive members-say, 
r, s-of the ordered (k + 2)-tuple {(.w, al, . . . , ak, p}, we have 
“fmA(r, s) = fA(r, s)” implies “h,(m) E {r, s).” 
THEOREM 1. Let M beJinite and let A be a k-element set with elements 
aI,. f . 7 ak,wherekr1anda~u,<a2<. . ,<aksp.LetAhavethe 
no-alien property for (ZM, cp). For every i in (1, . . . , k - I}, let there exist 
m in M such that B&i+, f 0. Let A satisfy the equal-error condition 
fA(% aI) = fA(al, a2) = fA(a2, a3) = . . . = fA(&-1, ak) = fA(&, p). 
Then fA((Y, p) = al - (Y and for every k-element set A’ we have 
fA(% ,@ 5 fA’(% p). 
A Sketch of the Proof.14 It will be convenient to use the statement “m 
is A-critical on (X, Y).” That will mean “fA(x, Y) = fmA(X, Y).” We also 
need the cell error for (T,,, given A. This is denoted 7)A(m) and is defined by 
r)A(m) = SuP&‘(@ - h,(m)1 : 0 E g.,,). 
In the proof we suppose that for some k-element set A’, we have 
fA’(% p) < fA(% 0) (18) 
and we obtain a contradiction. Let the k-elements of A’ be a;, . . . , ab, 
withcrsa;<. . . < a; 5 p. We obtain our contradiction in the following 
four steps. 
Step 1. a; < al and ai > ak. To show this, we use (1s) and both the 
equal-error and no-alien properties of A. The argument implies, in addi- 
tion, that fA((Y, al) = al - (Y, fA(&, p) = /? - uh, from which it follows 
(using the equal-error property of A), that fA((Y, p) = al - (Y. 
Step 2. ForsomeiE(1,. . . , k - l}, either al < a, and aj+l z ai+!, 
or a,! 5 aj and a/+, > ai+l. This follows from Step 1. 
Step 3. Let some i E (1, . . . , k - I} satisfy U: 5 ai, al+, 2 ~i+l 
(Step 2 guarantees the existence of such an i). Then ifm” is A-critical on 
(ai, a;+,), either 
I4 Those details of this proof, and of subsequent proofs, that are not provided here can be 
found in Hurwicz and Marschak, 1984. an unpublished document. 
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qA’h*) 2 qA(m*) @B) 
In addition 
fm*A(ai. ai+l) = .h(ai, ai+l) = qA(m*) = .h(a, p). (48) 
In arguing that (26) or (3a) must hold, we use the no-alien property of A. 
Step 4. By hypothesis, M is finite and for every i in (1, . . . , k - l}, 
we have B&i+, # 0 for some m in M. That implies that there indeed exists 
m* in M such that m* is A-critical on (ai, ai+,), where i is the element of 
(1, * . * , k - l} considered in Step 3. But, by Step 3, m* satisfies (28) or 
(38) as well as (4a). We also have 
h’b, p) p qA’(m*) z fm*A’(&, ai+,). (5B) 
But if m* satisfies (2a), then (4a), (5s) implyfA’((Y, /3) zfA(&, p), in contra- 
diction t0 (la); and that iS tl?X as Wd if m* satisfies (3s). 
That concludes the proof. 
An Extension of Theorem 1. The requirement that M be finite can be 
dropped. The conclusion of the theorem holds if one replaces the finite- 
ness of M by the following two conditions on the pair (CM, cp): (i) A “no- 
gap” condition: for every m in M, ]u,~, u,[ c {p(e) : e E a;,}; and (ii) the set 
Gn, v,) : m E M} is closed in R2. One can show that for every (ai, ai+,), 
these two conditions (together with our requirement that for some m, 
B$i+l # 0) imply the existence of a cell o, such that m is A-critical on (Ui, 
ai+l). The preceding four-step argument can then be used again. 
3. The Second Equal-Error Theorem 
For the second equal-error theorem, we start with a second definition of 
the (m, A)-error on a belt. This definition-unlike the first one--is con- 
jined to the belts dejined by successive elements of the ordered (k + 2)- 
tuple {CX, al, u2. . . . , ak, p}, where al, u2, . . . , ak are the elements of A, 
written in increasing order. In many cases, the second definition of (m, 
A)-error on a belt coincides with the first one. Just as in the case of the 
first definition, the second definition of (m, A)-error on the (r, s)-belt is 
confined to triples (m, r, s) such that B: # 0. 
DEFINITION B4. If r, s are successive elements of the ordered (k + 2)- 
tuple {(Y, ul, u2, . . . , &, /3} and if BK # 0, then the (m, A)-error on the 
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(r, s)-belt, second sense, denoted gmA(r, s), is defined by 
0 if /Q(M) # r and h,(m) # s 
&A(~, s) = %h) 
fmA(rT s) 
if U, < Y 5 w,, < s < vm 
in all other cases. 
The error on the (r, s)-belt, second sense is denoted gA(r, s) and is defined 
by 
Note that if the cell v,,, has points in the (r, s)-belt but is assigned an 
“alien” outcome-neither r nor s-then the (m, A)-error on the belt is 
now zero. The counterpart of the no-alien condition of Theorem 1 would 
now be: “&?A@, s) = g&(r, s)” implies “h,(m) E {r, s}.” But that require- 
ment is now automatically met as long as the belt error gA(r, s) is not zero. 
For that reason, our second theorem does not impose the no-alien re- 
quirement as an extra condition. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a k-element set with elements al, , . . , 
ak, where (Y c: al < a2 < . . * < ak 5 p. Let M be finite. For every i in 
(1, * . . , k - l}, let there exist m in M such that B&,i+, f 0. Let A 
sati& the equal-error condition 
$?A(% al) = $?A(@, a2) = . . . = gA(ak-IT ak) = gA(ak, ,@. 
Then fA(o& j?) = al - CY and for every k-element set A’, we have 
A Sketch of the Proof. We first define, for any k-element outcome set 
A, with ordered elements ai, Z2, . . . , &, 
and we prove (in a rather lengthy argument requiring study of a number of 
cases) that 
for any k-element outcome set x C [a, p], 6,- = &((Y, p). (6~) 
In view of (6a), it is enough to show that for the sets A and A’ in the 
statement of the theorem, 8A’ 2 8A. SUppOSe, to the contrary that 
8A’ < 6A. (78) 
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We obtain a contradiction in four steps. 
Step 1. a; < al and ai > CIA. To show this, we use (7B) and the equal- 
error property of A. 
Step2. ForsomeiE(1,. . .,k-l},eitheru~<ujandu~+lrui+,; 
or ai I aj and al+, > u;+~. This follows from Step 1 and is identical with 
Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Step3. LetsomeiE{l,. . ., k - I} satisfy a/ I ~i, U:+, 2 ui+ 1. 
(Step 2 guarantees the existence of such an i). Suppose gm*A(ai, ai+,) = 
gA(ui, a;+~>. Then gm*A’(d, a,!+~ ) 2 gm*A(ai, Ui+l). (The argument requires 
study of a number of cases; they differ with regard to the ordering of ui, 
&z*, w,*, and ai+,.) 
Step 4. By hypothesis, A4 is finite and for every i in {I, . . . , k - l}, 
we have B&+ i # 0 for some m in M. That implies that there indeed exists 
m” in M such that gm*A(a;, a;+,) = gA(&, Ui+l)y where i is the element of 
(1, * . . 3 k - l} considered in Step 3. We have (using Step 3): 8A’ 2 
gm*/,‘(a/, ai’+,) 2 &,&a;, a;+,) = &!A(&, a;+,). But since A has the equal- 
error property (for belt error in the second sense), we have gA(ai, ai+,) = 
aA. Thus 6A’ 2 &, which contradicts (78). It is also easily shown that for 
any ordered k-tuple x = (Cl, . . . , if&, we have gx(a!, al> = ?ir - CY, gK(&, 
p) = p - &. From that it follows that for our equal-error k-tuple A, we 
havefA((Y, ,6) = 8A = 01 - (Y. 
That concludes the proof. 
An Extension. Just as for Theorem 1, one can drop the requirement 
that M be finite provided one adds the “no-gap” and closedness condi- 
tions given above in connection with the extension of Theorem 1. 
4. The Relation between the Two Theorems 
The hypothesis of Theorem I does not imply that of Theorem 2, and 
vice versa. One can find a set {(u,, u,) : m E M} and a k-element set A 
such that A has both the first equal-error property and the no-alien prop- 
erty but lacks the second equal-error property. One can also construct 
those objects so that A has the second equal-error property but not the 
first. 
C. AN APPLICATION OF THEOREM 1 AND 2:E Is A “RECTANGLE" IN 
[w", (O Is LINEAR, AND XM Is A UNIFORM GRID 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Suppose E is a set in R”, namely the “rectangle” 
E,c={O=(O,,. . ., 0,) : Gi % 8i I Gi, i = 1, . . . , n}. 
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WewriteG=(Gi,. . . ,G,),G=(GI,. . .,??,,).Letthecovering&of 
EGc be obtained by intersecting E,i: with a grid composed of cubes of side 
L. The grid is the set {&(J,, . . . , J,J : Ji, , . . , J, are integers}, where 
DdJ,, . . . , Jn) = ((01, . . . , 0,):JiL 5 6i 5 (Ji + l)L, i = 1,. . . 9 n}. 
Every cell urn of the covering EM satisfies C, = E,,- n DL( J1, . . . , J,) for 
some integers J,, . . . , J,. Finally, let 
cpw = Yk4 + y282 f . . . + ynen. 
We write y = (71, . . . , yJ. 
We shall consider a regular problem of finding an error-minimizing 
outcome set. The problem is defined by G, G, L, y, and an integer k > 0. 
In a regular problem: 
(i) The vertices of I&G are at “grid points”-, i.e.,@ some integers 
PI, 6, P2, F2, * . .,P,,P,,wehaveGi=LPi,Gi=LP;,i=l,. . .,II. 
(ii) y1 = 1 and y2, . . . , y,, are positive integers. 
(iii) For the function cp defined by y, the set of possible midvalues 
Wt7-l = $(u, + u,) of the covering CM is equally spaced, that is to say, they 
can be ordered from lowest to highest, each separated from the next by a 
constant distance. 
Under conditions (i) and (ii), condition (iii) means that the set of possi- 
ble midvalues is precisely the A-element set 
AGGLy = { aJ + $ (1 + 0, ff + ; (1 + 5) + L, (Y + $ (1 + 4) 
+2L,. . .) a! + $ (1 + 5) + (A - l)L}, 
where 5 = y2 + y3 + . . . + yn and, as before, CY denotes inf(cp(8) : (3 E Ecc} 
= q(G). The final element of AccLy can also be written /3 - L/2(1 + <), 
where, as before, /3 denotes sup(cp(8) : 8 E &c} = q(G), 
EXAMPLE. InFig.1,G=(0,0),~=(1,1),yl=y2=~=1,a=0,~= 
2, L = 8. There are 15 equally spaced midvalues (i.e., A = 15), namely 
(6, Q, 1, . . . , V}. In Fig. 2, G = (0, O), c = (64, 16), y1 =: 1, y2 = 5 = 5, (Y 
= 0, p = 144, L = 8. There are 13 equally spaced midvalues (i.e., A = 
13), namely (24, 32, 40, 48, . . . , 120). 
It is easy to show that if conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then condi- 
tion (iii)-the equal spacing of midvalues-must be satisfied for a sujj% 
ciently large ser E,c. More precisely, (iii) is satisfied if P1 - PI 2 5 + 1. 
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For G, G, L, y satisfying (i)-(iii), and for an integer k > 0, the regular 
problem-which we now denote P&,,-is to find an error-minimizing k- 
element outcome set A. In a nonregular problem, G, G, L, y fail to satisfy 
one or more of these conditions. A wide class of nonregular problems can 
in fact be solved by first solving a suitably constructed regular problem 
and then slightly perturbing the solution. In particular, one can so solve 
any problem in which yl, . . . , y,, are rational numbers and the set EGc is 
sufficiently large. By solving an appropriate regular problem one can also 
solve a problem in which y satisfies (ii) but the set E is not a rectangular 
EcG at all; E does, however, have the property [a, ,81 c p(E). Specifically, 
one considers the smallest rectangle E,,- that satisfies (i) and contains E, 
and one solves a regular problem associated with that rectangle. 
2. Some Tools and Intermediate Results 
We proceed now to the solution of the regular problem P&,,. We can 
confine our search for a solution to k-element outcome sets {al, . . . , ak}, 
wherea<a, <az<‘. . < ak < p. We start by defining three conditions 
that A may satisfy for given G, G, L, y. Recall that once L is specified, the 
covering CM of EGG-which we shall now call the L-grid covering-is 
determined. 
DEFINITION Cl. A is said to satisfy condition I if and only if, for 
every cell cT, in the L-grid covering of E,,-, 
h,, v,,[ contains at most one element of A. 
A is said to satisfy Condition A if and only if for every pair {r, s} of 
successive elements of the ordered (k + 2)-tuple {a, al, a2, . . . , ak, p}, 
there exists m’. m” in M such that 
B;’ f 0, hA(m’) = r; Bz” f 0, h,(m”) = s. 
A is said to satisfy Condition ‘I’ if and only if, for every pair r, s of 
successive elements of {a, al, a2, . . , ak, /3}, there exist K, Zin M such 
that 
Next we need to associate two critical midvalues with any pair of 
successive outcomes in A. We continue to let 5 denote y2 + -y3 + . . . 
+ Yn. 
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FIG. 5. The diagonal lines are q-contours. 
DEFINITION C2. Given any two numbers r, s with r < s, 
zrs = the largest midvalue in AG~LLy not greater than t(r -t s) 
z* = the smallest midvalue in hccLLy greater than .+(r + S) i-s 
prs = z,, + (L/2)(1 + 5) - r 
$0; = s - z: + (L/2)(1 + 5). 
Finally, we shall need several lemmas.15 
LEMMA 1. Let r, s be two successive elementsI of A. 
(i) If A satisfies Conditions r and A, then 
(ii) If A satisfies Condition W, then 
To visualize Lemma 1, it is helpful to inspect Figs. 5-7. Figure 5 portrays 
IS The proofs are found in Hurwicz and Marschak, 1984. 
I6 “Two successive elements” means two successive members of the ordered k-tuple {a,, 
%, . . , ad. 
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FIGURE 6 
two cells, cr,- and urn’, lying in the interior of the (r, s)-belt. The diagonal 
lines are cp-contours. The cell CT= takes r, i.e., AA(Z) = r. Moreover, its 
midvalue is maximal among all midvalues taking r. In view of the defini- 
tion of the closest-to-midvalue function hA (ties are broken downward), 
that is equivalent to saying that its midvalue is the largest midvalue not 
greater than (l)(r + s). Therefore, applying Definition C2, we denote the 
midvalue of c,- by zrS. Analogously, a~ takes s and its midvalue is minimal 
among all cells taking S. That is to say, its midvalue is the smallest mid- 
value greater than $(r + s), and so we label it z,*,. The figure is consistent 
with A satisfying all three of Conditions I , A, W. Hence Lemma 1 im- 
plies that the error on the (r, s)-belt,$rst sense-i.e.,fA(r, s)-is the larger 
of u,- - r and s - u,-. We may call v,- - r the left error for (r, s) and s - 
uz the right errorfor (r, s). The left error occurs, for example, at point Q; 
&?> = v,- is the q-value furthest from r among all points taking r (i.e., 
lying in cells that take r). The right error occurs, for example, at point 
P; q(P) = u,= is the q-value furthest from s among all points taking s. 
Examining the cells (T,-, VE of Fig. 5, and checking Definition B4, we see 
that fmA(r, s) = gmA(r, s) for m = m, Z. Hence, in Fig. 5, the error on 
the (r, s)-belt, second sense, coincides with the error in the first sense. 
So the error on the (r, s)-belt, second sense (i.e., gA(r, s)) also equals the 
FIGURE 7 
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larger of the right and left errors. But the left error u,- - r can alternatively 
be written zls + L/2(1 + 5) - Y = prs. For if one starts at the center of 
a,--which lies on the midvalue contour z,,-one reaches the point Q, 
which lies on the u,- contour, by adding L/2 to each coordinate. Since 
-yI = 1, that increases cp by L/2 (from increasing the first coordinate) plus 
(L/2) * (5) (from increasing the remaining coordinates). Similarly, the 
right error s - u,- can be written s - [z: - (L/2)(1 + [)I = p$ 
In Fig. 6, A continues to obey Conditions I, A, q, but now it is no 
longer the case that the entire cells (T,-, (TZ are in the interior of the 
(r, s)-belt. The belt error in both senses is again the larger of the left 
and right errors; it occurs again, either at P or at Q. 
In Fig. 7, Condition I fails, since the interval ]u~, u~[ contains both r 
and s. Condition q’, however, holds. For m = iZ, Z, the (m, A)-errors on 
the (r, s)-belt, second sense, are (according to Definition B4) the entire 
cell errors r)A(i?z), qA(Z), respectively. The belt error, second sense, is 
the larger of these two cell errors. Either that occurs at P and equals the 
left error u,- - r = zrs + (L/2)( 1 + 4) - Y = pls, or it occurs at Q and equals 
the right error s - u,- = s - [zx - (L/2)(1 + <)I = pz. 
There are several other possible cases, not illustrated. The proof of 
Lemma 1 deals with all of them. 
Henceforth, we shall routinely refer to the quantities prs, pX as the left 
error for (r, s) and the right error for (r, s), respectively. We shall also 
write 
dr, s) = max(p,, pXh 
We shall require four further relatively minor results. 
LEMMA 2. Let r, s be two successive elements ofA satisfying r = (Y + 
(L/2)(1 + 5) + BL/2, s = a + (L/2)( I + 5) + CL/2, where B, C are 
integers. Then (1/2)(r + s) = (Y + (L/2)( I + 5) + ((B + C)/4)L, und 
(i) if (B + C)/4 is an integer, then T(r, s) equals pry but not p,*, (the 
left error exceeds the right error); 
(ii) if(B + C)/4 - l/2 is an integer, then T(r, s) = prs = p:E (the left 
und right errors are equal). 
LEMMA 3. Zf A satisfies Condition r, then A has the no-alien property 
with respect to (CM, cp). 
LEMMA 4. Zf A satisfies Condition I’, then (writing A as the ordered 
k-tuple al, . . . , ak), 
Zf A satisfies condition 9, then gA((Y, al) = al - (Y, gA(ak, p) = /3 - ak. 
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LEMMA 5. If, for every pair r, s of successive elements of A, we have 
r - s 2 2L then A satisjies Conditions A and 9. 
3. Explicit Solutions for the Regular Problem 
A regular problem P&,7 is of two types. In Type I, k is less than half 
the number of distinct midvalues, i.e., k < hl2. In Type II, k is at least half 
the number of distinct midvalues, i.e., k 2 h/2. 
3.1. Solving the Type I Problem. Type I is by far the more difficult of 
the two types. It falls into six cases. In each of the six cases, we present a 
k-element set A with elements al, . . . , ak such that a < al < a2 < . . < 
ak < /3. We then proceed to the following four steps. 
(i) We verify that the indicated spacing of the k elements is feasible. 
(ii) Any two successive elements of A are at least 2L apart. Hence, 
by Lemma 5 
A satisfies Conditions A and ?. (lc) 
We apply Lemma 2 in order to calculate 7(ai, ai+,) for i = 1, . . . , k - 1. 
We verify that 
al - (Y = dai, a?) = da*, aj) = . . . = dal;-1, ak) = p - ak. (2~) 
(iii) We next consider the first of two subcases. In the first subcase, 
A satisfies Condition I because it satisfies 
L(l + 4) 5 a;+] - ai, i = 1,. . . , k - 1. (3c) 
[Recall that for every cell V, of the L-grid covering of Eoc, we have v, - 
urn = L(l + 5). Hence, (3c) implies Condition I.] That means, by (lc) and 
Lemma 1, that every quantity T(a;, ai+i), i = 1, . . . , k - 1, calculated in 
Step (ii), indeed equals fA(ai, a;+!). It also means, by Lemma 3, that A 
satisfies the no-alien condition and, by Lemma 4, that 
Ada, ad = al - a, fA(ak, p) = P - ak. (4c) 
In view of (23 and (4c), we conclude that 
the k-tuple A has the first equal-error property and the no-alien property. 
Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 1, A solves P&*. 
(iv) We turn, finally, to the second subcase. Here (3c) no longer 
holds and Condition I may fail. However, as noted in Step (ii), successive 
elements of A are at least 2 L apart and so A satisfies Condition v’. Hence, 
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by Lemma 1, every quantity r(ui, ai+t), i = 1, . . . , k - 1, calculated in 
Step (ii), equals gA(ui, ai+,). In view of (2c), we conclude, in the second 
subcase that 
A has the second equal-error property. 
Hence, by virtue of Theorem 2, A solves PgcLy. 
We now proceed to the six cases. They depend on the value taken by T, 
defined by 
! 
A 2 if h is even 
T= 
A+1 
2 if A is odd. 
Case 1. A is even, so that T = h/2; Tlk is an integer Q. 
We claim that a solution to the regular problem P&LLy is the k-tuple A = 
{a,,. * ., ak} defined by Fig. 8 and thatfA(o, /3) = L(Q + 512). To justify 
the claim we follow the four steps just summarized. 
(i) We first show that the indicated spacing of the k-points aI, . . . , 
ak is feasible. Recall that the highest of the equally spaced midvalues can 
be written either CY + (L/2)(1 + 5) + (A - 1)L or /3 - (L/2)(1 + 5). Equating 
these two expressions, we get 
a! + L(h + 5) = p. w 
Now in the present case we have ak = CY + L(Q + 512) + (k - 1)(2QL). 
Using (5~) and the fact that X = 2kQ, we have 
uk = p - LA - L{ + LQ + y + L( - 2QL 
=p-L(Q+$). 
So the spacing in the figure is feasible. 
k - I intervals of width 2QL 
B o,=.+L(Q+f) Qk B 
FIGURE 8 
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(ii) Consider next the k - 1 interior intervals. Since Q 2 1, all 
intervals are at least 2L in width and hence (by Lemma S), A satisfies 
conditions A and W. We now apply Lemma 2 to calculate ~(a;, a;+,) for i = 
1 . ., k - 1. For the typical pair of successive outcomes, we have, for 
some integer R > 0, 
(ai, Ui+l) = [a + L [Q + f) + 2QLR, CY + L [Q + f) + 2QL(R + I)] 
and 
t (ai + a;+,) = (Y + L [Q + k) + (2QR + Q)L = 
+ L (2QR + 2Q - ;). 
We are in case (ii) of Lemma 2, and T(ai, ai+,) equals both left and right 
errors. Further, since the highest midvalue not exceeding t(ui + ai+,) is (Y 
+ (L/2)(1 + 5) + L(2QR + 2Q - I), we have 
T(Ui, ai+,) = CY + L( I + 5) + L(2QR + 2Q - 1) 
- [a + L (Q + ;) + 2QLR] 
= L [Q + f) = ai - ff = p - ax. (6~) 
(iii) For any two successive outcomes ai, ai+ 1, we have ai+ 1 - ai = 
2QL. Hence (3~) and therefore condition I hold if 
5+1’2Q 
or equivalently (since Q = T/k = h/2k), k 5 A/(< + 1). 
So if k I A/([ + I), then the set A ofFig. 8, in view of Lemmas 1 and 4, 
has the first equal-error property. In view of Lemma 3, A has the no-alien 
property. Hence A solves P:c,.~ by virtue of Theorem 1, and fA(a, /3) = 
UQ + 4X3. 
(iv) If k > A/({ + l), then Condition I may fail. Since, however, A 
satisfies Condition W, it follows from (6~) and Lemmas 1 and 4 that A has 
the second equal-error property. Hence A solves P&,. by virtue of Theo- 
rem 2, and fA(a, /3) = L(Q + 512). 
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Case 2. T = h/2; Q, the largest integer not exceeding Tlk, satisfies Tlk 
= Q + j/k; and 0 <j < (k + 1)/2. We claim that the k-tuple {ai, . . . , ak} 
portrayed in Fig. 9 solves P&r+. 
(i) We show that the indicated spacing is feasible. We have, using 
(5~) and the fact that A = 2kQ + 2j, 
uk = CY + L Q + i + t + (2j - 1)(2Q + l)L 
+ [(k - 1) - (2j - 1)1(2QL) 
= p - L(X + 5) + L (Q + i + i) + (2j - 1)(2Q + 1)L 
+ [k - 1 - (2j - 1)1(2QL> 
= p - Ly - L[ + LQ + T + $ + Lh - L - 2QL 
= ,d - L (Q + ; + ;). 
So the spacing shown in the figure is feasible. 
(ii) Now consider the interior intervals. For i = 1, . . . ,2j - 1, [Ui, 
ai+r] equals [Q + L(Q + 5/2 + i) + RL(2Q + l), (Y + L(Q + c/2 + 4) + (R 
+ l)L(2Q + I)], where R > 0 is some integer; B(ai + ai+J = a + L(Q + 512 
+ 4) + RL(2Q + 1) + (Q + h)L = (Y + L/2(1 + 5) + L(2Q + 2QR + R + 4). 
We are in case (ii) of Lemma 2 and r(ai, ai+r) equals both left and right 
errors. 
Further, since the largest midvalue not exceeding $(ai, ai+r) is (Y + L/2( 1 
+ 5) + L(2Q + 2QR + R), we have, for i = 1, . . . , 2j - 1, 
T(Ui, Ui+l) = (Y + L(l + 5) + L(2Q + 2QR + R) 
- [a + L (Q + ; + ;) + RL(2Q + l)] 
(Y = p - (zk. 
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For i = 2j, . . . , k - 1, (ai, ai+l) equals, say, [(Y + L(Q + 5/2 + a) + (2j - 
1)(2Q + l)L + 2QRL, a + L(Q + 5/2 + f) + (2j - 1)(2Q + 1)L + 2Q(R + 
l)L], where R > 0 is some integer; i(Ui + ai+,) = QI + L(Q + 512 + 4) + (2j 
- 1)(2Q + l)L + (2QR f Q)L = CY + L/2(1 + 5) + L(2Q + 2QR + (2j - 
1)(2Q + 1)). We are in case (i) of Lemma 2; T(ai, ai+,) equals the left error; 
and the largest midvalue not exceeding t(ai + ai+,) equals f(ui + ai+,) 
itself. Hence, 
T(ui, ai+l) = (Y + L(l + 5) + L[2Q + 2QR + (2j - 1)(2Q + l)] 
- [a + L (Q + ; + ;j + (2j - 1)(2Q + 1)L - 2QRLl 
= L (Q + ; + ;j = Ul - a! = p - Uk. 
(iii) For any two successive outcomes (ai, ai+,), we have ai+l - ai 2 
2QL. Hence (3c) and therefore condition I hold if 
5 + 1 I 2Q. (7c) 
But 2Q = (2(T - j))lk = (A - 2j)lk. So (7c) holds if k 5 (A - 2j)/(5 + 1). 
Butj < (k + I)/2 implies 2j 5 k. Hence (7~) and condition I hold if k IS (A 
- k)l(< + 1) or 
So if k % A/(< + 2), then the set A of Fig. 9 solves P&Iay by virtue of 
Theorem 1 andfA(a, /3) = L(Q + 512 + i). 
(iv) If, on the other hand, k > A/(< + 2), then A solves PkcLy by 
virtue of Theorem 2 and againfA(o, p) = L(Q + 5/2 + f). 
Case 3. A is even, so that T = A/2; Q, the largest integer not exceeding 
T/k, satisfies T/k = Q + j/k; and (k + 1)/2 5 j 5 k - 1. The k-tuple A 
portrayed in Fig. 10 solves PicLy. 
For this case and the remaining ones, we omit the four steps of the 
argument. 
L(Q+;+ I) 
k - I (Zj k - 1)intervals 2j - k - 1 intervals 
of width L(2Q + 1) of width L (ZQ + 2) 
L(Q + ; + I) 
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Case 4. A is odd, so that T = (A + 1)/2; Tlk is an integer Q. P’&-Ly is 
solved by the k-tuple A = {a,, . . . , ak} portrayed in Fig. 11. 
Case 5. h is odd, so that T = (X + 1)/2; Q, the largest integer not 
exceeding Tlk, satisfies Tlk = Q + jlk; and 0 <j i (k + 1)/2. The k-tuple 
A = {a,, . . . , ak} portrayed in Fig. 12 solves PLcLY. 
Case 6. A is odd, so that T = (A + 1)/2; Q, the largest integer not 
exceeding Tlk, satisfies Tlk = Q + jlk; and (k + 1)/2 < j 5 k - 1. The k- 
tuple A = {a,, . . . , ak} portrayed in Fig. 13 solves P&L;Ly. 
Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 3, FIRST PART. Zf k is less than half the number of mid- 
values, then a solution to the regular problem P&Ly is provided by the 
appropriate k-tuple (a,, . . . , ak) among the equal-error k-tuples por- 
trayed in Figs. 8 to 13. The error for that k-tuple is ~1 - c~. 
The solution (4, 1, 9) to the three-outcome problem of Fig. 1 is obtained 
from Fig. 12 (Case 5). We have 15 midvalues, so A = 15 and T = (A + 1)/2 
= 8. The largest integer not exceeding T/k = f is 2 and $ = 2 + $. So Q = 2 
and j = 2, which is not larger than (k + 1)/2 = 2. The requirements of case 
5 are met. Figure 12 tells us that the three elements of the solution are 
spaced L(2Q + 1) apart, since 2j - 2 = 2 and (k - 1) - (2j - 2) = 0. Since 
L = Q, we have L(2Q + 1) = 8. To find al, we compute CY. + L(Q + 5/2 + 
3). Since (Y = 0 and 5 = 1, we have al = i. Hence, a2 = 1 and a3 = 9. 
The solution (40, 72, 104) to the three-outcome problem of Fig. 2 is also 
obtained from Fig. 12 (Case 5). This time we have 13 midvalues, i.e., A = 
13 and T = 7. The largest integer not exceeding tk = 3 is 2, and 5 = 2 + f. 
So Q = 2 and j = 1, which is not larger than (k + 1)/2 = 2. The require- 
ments of Case 5 are met. The elements of the solution are spaced 2QL 
apart, since 2j - 2 = 0. Since L = 8, we have 2QL = 32. To find al we 
compute CY + L(Q + 512 + t). Since CY = 0 and 5 = 5, we have al = 40. 
Hence a2 = 72 and a3 = 104. 
i 1 21 - 2 intervals of 
L(Q+~+~) width L(2Q+ I) 
(&-1)-p-2) i 1 
intervals of width ZQL UQ+i+y) 
o-F----- . 
(L 0, m-1 q P 
FIGURE 12 
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Note that in the Fig. 2 example we have L(1 + 5) = 48 > 32 = 72 - 40. 
Thus Condition (3~) of our five-step proof pattern fails to hold for (40, 72, 
104). In the Fig. 1 example, on the other hand, (3c) holds for the triple (8, 
1, Y). That means that while the Case 5 formula is a solution in the Fig. 1 
example by virtue of Theorem 1, it is a solution in the Fig. 2 example by 
virtue of Theorem 2. That accords with our observation in Section A4, 
namely that (40,72, 104) lacks the no-alien property and hence it is Theo- 
rem 2-not Theorem l-that shows (40, 72, 104) to be error-minimizing. 
3.2 Solving a Problem of Type 2. Zf k = h, then we have as many 
outcomes available as there are midvalues and our solution is simply the 
midvalue set itself. Now suppose k = A - 1. Consider the k-tuple A 
defined by 
5 a,=a+L 1+, ( 1 
5 az=a+L 1+2 +L i 1 
a; = a + L 1 + 5 + (i - 1)L ( 1 
It is easy to show that A has the second equal-error property; A therefore 
solves P&y by virtue of Theorem 2. Next suppose k = T. For A odd, so 
that T = (A + 1)/2, consider A defined by 
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az=a+L 1+; -t2L 
( ! 
Lq=a+L 1+; +4L, 
( 1 
a;=a+L 1,q +(2i-2)L 
i i 
For h even, so that T = h/2, consider A defined by 
(9c) 
a;=a+L l+i +(2i-2)L 
i ) 
ak-1 = (Y + L 1 + f + (A - 4)L ( ) 
Again, in both cases we can show A to have the second equal-error 
property so that A solves the problem by virtue of Theorem 2. 
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Now notice that for both k = A - 1 and k = T, the error achieved by the 
solutions-hence the lowest attainable error-is al - (Y = ,L (1 + l/2). It i2 
clear, moreover, that if a k-element set x solves PkcL7, a k-element set A 
solves P&cLv, and k < k=, thenI 
Now we have shown that 
min{fA(a, p) : A has A - 1 elements} = min{fA(a, p): A has T elements} 
= L (1 + f). 
It follows that we then also have, for T < k < A - 1, 
min{fA(cz, /3) : A has k elements} = L 
Thus if k > T outcomes are available, then adding more of them achieves 
no further reduction in error until one reaches k = A. 
THEOREM 3, SECONDPART. If k = A - 1; or ifh isoddandk = (A + 
1)/2; or if A is even and k = A/2; then PkcLi, is solved by the k-element 
outcome set A given, respectively, in (84, (SC), and (10~). Each of these 
has the second equal-errorproperty andfor each of them fA(+ /3) = L( 1 + 
c/2). If T < k < A - 1 (where T = (A + 1)/2 ifh is odd and A/2 fh is even), 
then min{fA(a, /?) : A has k elements} again equals L(l + c/2). 
D. AN APPLICATION OFTHEOREM 3 TO THE INFORMATIONAL 
EFFICIENCY OF FINITE PRICE MECHANISMS 
Consider a pure-exchange economy with two persons-l and 2-and 
two goods, X and Y. Person i, i = 1, 2, has the utility function 
Ui = aj(Wf + Xi) - fPi(Wf + Xi)* + Wf + yi, 
where wf, w{ denote endowments of X and Y (initial holdings prior to 
trade); xi, yi are net trades; ai > 0, pi > 0, wf > 0, w{ > 0. We assume that 
ai, pi, wf, WY, i = 1, 2, are such that 
I7 That follows from the fact that one can always construct a F-element set A * by adding to 
the /;-element set A, i - ,& elements which are “unused”: they are placed, for example, 
below the lowest midvalue and at a distance D from the lowest midvalue, where D exceeds 
the distance between the lowest midvalue and min A. Then,f,.(a, /3) = fx(a, p) and, since 
Ah PI 5 .f&, PI, we haveHa, PI 5 hh PI. 
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U’ is nondecreasing in XI for all xl E [-w;, ~$1 
U* is nondecreasing in x2 for all x2 E [-w& w;]. (ID) 
Now let x1 = x, x2 = -x, y1 = y, y2 = -y. Then the set of Pareto-optimal 
net trades for the economy is readily shown to be given by the set 
KG Y) :x = ae, PI; Y E l-4, a, 
where p = (pi, pz), 8 = (61, 02); Bi = ai - p;wf, i = I, 2 and 
Thus we may parametrize the economy by the pair (0, /3) and we may take 
F(f3, p) as our desired outcome. That is appropriate, since for any econ- 
omy that corresponds to a given (0, /3>, we reach a Pareto optimum if we 
combine the X-trade given by xl = +(0, p), x2 = -x1 with any arbitrarily 
selected Y-trade-i.e., we choose any y in [-WY, ~$1 and let yI = y, 
Y2 = -Y. 
The continuum price mechanism realizes the desired-outcome function 
cp (in the language of Section A3.1 above) on the set of all (0, p) that are 
consistent with (In); it does so, moreover, with a message space that is 
minimal among all mechanisms that achieve the same thing and obey 
appropriate regularity conditions. In the continuum price mechanism, the 
typical message is (x, p) where x defines a proposed X-trade (i.e., x1 = x, 
x2 = -x) and p is a price for the X-good, the price of the Y-good being one. 
Taking (0i, pi) as i’s local environment, the continuum price mechanism 
is-in the terminology given in 3.1 of Part A-r = [M, (p,, p2), h], where 
M = {(x7 P) : (x, P) E R2; P 2 01; ML~[(o~, p2)1 = k P) : el - m = ~1; p2w2, 
p2)] = {(x, p): e2 + p2x = p}; and h[(x, p)] = x. One sees from the 
definitions of pi, p2 that person i signals “Yes” to a proposed (x, p) if and 
only if the ratio of i’s marginal utilities for the two goods-should the 
proposed trade take place-equals the ratio of their prices. 
In Hurwicz and Marschak (1985) we studied certain infinite-but-dis- 
crete mechanisms that approximate the continuum price mechanism n; 
we showed that for certain unbounded sets of parametrized economies (0, 
p), such approximations are informationally efficient (relative to cp) in the 
sense sketched in 3.1 of Part A. 
Can one also obtain analogs to the informational minimality of the 
continuum price mechanism for mechanisms that are finite approxima- 
tions to r? We shall use Theorem 3 to obtain one rather special analog. To 
do so, we now fix pi = p2 = 1, so that our parametrized economy is 
simply 0 = (et, 0,). We shall study a set E of parametrized economies 0, 
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namely the nonnegative unit square:i8 E = El x E2 and Ei = (13~: 0 5 8i 5 
l}, i = 1,2. Thus person i’s local environment is some 6; E [0, I]. Since p, 
= p2 = 1, our desired-outcome function becomes cp = h(0, - &). 
We next consider a uniform lattice of points in R2; the points are spaced 
l/t apart-where t > 0 is an integer-and they include the point (0, 0). 
Our finite mechanism will have as its message space-denoted M,-the 
set of all such lattice points contained in the set p(E) = {(x, p) : (x, p) E 
pi(0it l), i = 1,2; (01, 0~) E E}; the set p(E) is the set of all pairs (x, p) that 
are equilibrium messages for some (f+, 02) E E in the continuum mecha- 
nism. The set p(E) is readily verified to be the rotated square of Fig. 14. 
To avoid trivial complications, we henceforth require that t be even and t 
2 6. For t = 6, the set M, consists of the 25 points shown as dots in Fig. 
15; in general the procedure yields a set M, consisting of t2/2 + t + 1 
lattice points. 
In our finite approximate price mechanism, person i divides Ei = [0, I] 
into equal intervals (overlapping at boundary points). The centers of these 
intervals will serve as potential surrogates for the true current local envi- 
ronment 8i. That is to say, person i signals “Yes” to a proposed lattice - - 
point in M,, say (x, p), if the potential surrogate closest to 8i (with ties 
broken downward) is, say, $i, and if for that Ji he would have signaled --. “Yes” to (x, p) m the continuum price mechanism. We choose the set of 
potential surrogates for the local environments in Ei in the “tightest” 
possible way, i.e., we divide Ei = [O, 11 into the largest number of equal 
intervals such that for every pair of interval centers (&, I%>, there exists a --. 
lattice point E = (x, p) m M, for which ii? E pi(&), E E ~2(&). For i = 1, 
2, the tightest set of potential surrogates for 8i turns out to be the set 
s= 135 
i 
t-l 
* -1 t’ t’ t’ . . . ’ t . 
I8 Condition (lc,) can be shown to hold for any economy that is parametrized by a pair (@, 
p) with p, = pz = 1 and 0 E E. 
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For a fixed integer t > 0 our finite approximation to the continuum price 
mechanism m is, then, the mechanism 7~~ = [M,, (1-r, j&), h], where for i = 
1, 2 
/Ti(Oi) = {ii? E M,: for th e e ement ei of S, closest to 8i, with ties broken 1 
downward, we have Gi E pi($i)} 
and 
--. 
for (x, p) m M,, h[(F, j?)] = X. 
Now call a lattice point i?i in MI a “used” point if for some 8 in E, we 
have 6i E ~(8) = ~~(0~) II ~~(0~). Straightforward calculation shows that 
(i) of the t2/2 + t + 1 lattice points in M, only t2/4 are “used”; 
(ii) the number of distinct outcomes that are “used’‘-i.e., the 
number of elements in the set 6(,?(E))-is t - 1; 
(iii) the error of n,-i.e., sup{lh(m) - (p(6)l: m E ,$19), 8 E E}- 
equals l/t. 
The mechanism nTT1 is a grid mechanism: its associated coveringI di- 
vides Ei into t/2 equal intervals and divides E into t2/4 squares of side 4/t2 
(with overlap at boundaries). We now compare the error achieved by 7~~ 
with the lowest error achievable by any square grid mechanism whose 
number of possible messages-i.e., the number of cells in the associated 
grid covering-does not exceed t2/2 + I + 1, the number of lattice points 
in M,, and whose number of distinct outcomes does not exceed t - 1, the 
I9 See the discussion in 3.1 of Part A concerning the covering associated with a finite 
mechanism. 
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number of outcomes used in 7~~. Thus our comparison preserves the dy- 
namically desirable grid property of 7rT1 and in fact preserves its “square- 
ness,” which essentially means that in choosing their surrogates both 
persons i approximate all of the environments in Ei with the same preci- 
sion. 
It turns out that if at most t - 1 outcomes are available and if the square 
grid mechanism to be compared with 7~~ has J* cells, each of them a 
side-l/J square-where t/2 < J % V, and V, = gt*/2 + r + l-then the 
square grid mechanism’s error is higher than the error of 7~~. The “fine- 
ness” of such a J-by-J grid is inappropriate when only c - 1 outcomes are 
available; rt, on the other hand, covers E with the coarser t/2-by-t/2 grid 
and thereby achieves a good balance between the number of messages 
(lattice points) that are used (namely t*/4) and the number of available 
outcomes (namely t - l).*O 
More precisely, consider any integer Jwith t/2 <J i V, = d/t */2 + t + 1. 
We consider a grid covering of E in which each cell is a square of side l/J. 
We wish to find an error-minimizing (t - I)-tuple of outcomes. Define 6, 
= fe,, & = -&&, 6 = (&, &). Then (p(8) = f(0, - &) = (p(8), where (p(6) = 
8, + &. Since, for our set E (the unit square), 0, and 0? have [O, I] as their 
domain, the two new variables have as their domains 10, fl and [-a, 01, 
respectively. For each of the side-l/J squares in E, the variable 6; (i = 1, 
2) varies over an interval of width 1125. Accordingly, we wish to solve the 
regular problem Pg&, , where G = (0, -&, c = (4, O), L = 1125, y = (I, 
I). Thus 5 = 1. A (t - I)-tuple which solves this problem will also be an 
error-minimizing (t - I)-tuple of outcomes for cp = t(6, - &), when these 
outcomes are assigned to the side- 1 lJ squares covering the unit square E. 
The lowest value of 6, + & on EC;,;- is cr = -t and the highest value is p = 
+. 
The lowest midvalue in the set RCcL,. is 
*O It is easy to see, in simple examples, that when the number of outcomes is fixed and 
exceeds half the numbers of midvalues, then an increase in grid fineness may actually make 
the error larger if the fixed number of outcomes continues to exceed half the number of 
midvalues for the new grid. The increase in the number of the grid’s cells must exceed a 
certain threshold if the error is to be made smaller. Suppose E is again the unit square and 
our desired-outcome function is 0, + 19~. Then for the nine-cell (i.e., 3-by-3) square grid, 
there are five distinct midvalues. If five outcomes are available, then we choose them to be 
the five midvalues and we achieve an error of j. If we now move to the 16-cell square grid 
(the 4-by-4 grid), which has seven distinct midvalues, but we continue to permit f;ur out- 
comes. then the smallest attainable error becomes larger. It becomes 3. That smallest error 
is achieved by the 4-element outcome set ($, f, r$, Y’-), which follows the formula in (9~) fork 
= T = (A + I )/2 = 4. According to the second part of Theorem 3, that is an error-minimizing 
4-element outcome set and no 5-element set can achieve a higher error. 
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The highest midvalue is 
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The midvalues in I&,~ are spaced l/23 apart, and the number of mid- 
value is A, where (from (5~)) 
*p-a --<=225-l. L 
Hence we have that T = J, where, as in Part C 
A 
T if A is even 
TE 
A+1 
2 if X is odd. 
The number of outcomes available is t - 1 and for t > 6 we have 
t-l>V,rJ=T. 
The two parts of Theorem 3, taken together, tell us that for our J-by-J 
square grid, T outcomes achieve a smaller error than k outcomes for k < 
T, but T outcomes achieve the same error as k outcomes for T < k 4 A - 1 
= 2 J - 2. (The lowest error attainable for the J-by-J grid is the error 
achieved by A = 25 - 1 outcomes, namely the midvalues themselves; but 
that lowest error is not attainable for t - 1 outcomes, since J > t/2, and 
hence 2 J - 1 > t - 1.) According to the second part of Theorem 3, the 
lowest error for k = T = J outcomes is 
L (1 + ;) = @(&) = 6. 
This error decreases as J rises, and for the highest possible J, namely J = 
V,, the error equals 3/4V,. But the error of rrI is l/t and 
3 3 3 ->-= 
45 - 4V, 4vt*/2 + t + I)’ 
The last term exceeds l/t, the error of the price mechanism rrf, if t2 > 16t 
+ 16, i.e., for t > 16. Since the error 3/4Jis decreasing inJ, it is of interest 
to consider t such that V, is an integer (the lowest such t is 6 and the next 
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is 40) and to study the ratio of l/t (the error of 7~~) to the error of the finest 
square grid (the largest J) permitted by our constraints on J, namely the 
V,-by-V, grid. That error is 3/4V, and the ratio of l/t to that error can be 
written 42/i + l/t + l/t*, which has the limit (X6)/3 as r increases 
without limit. We may conclude: 
For t > 16 and t even, the error of the finite price mechanism rrt is less 
than the lowest error attainable for square grid mechanisms that have no 
more distinct outcomes than does TT, and have more cells than the number 
of lattice points (messages) “used” in 7~~ but not more cells than there are 
lattice points in Mt. As the even integer t increases without limit, the error 
of rTr gets arbitrarily close to (V%)13 times the lowest error achievable by 
square grid mechanisms that have no more distinct outcomes than IT, and 
have exactly as many cells as there are lattice points in M,. 
E. CONCLUDINGREMARKS 
For the case when cp is linear and the covering XM is a uniform grid, we 
were able to find an explicit solution to the problem of finding an error- 
minimizing k-element outcome set. A central question for further study is: 
what broader class of pairs (cp, CM) admits an explicit solution rather than 
requiring a (nontrivial) algorithm? If, on the other hand, a (nontrivial) 
algorithm is required, then how fast can such an algorithm be? 
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